
If you want to fly give up
everything that weighs you down.

Embezzlement : misappropriation
of funds
Example: He has charges of fraud
and embezzlement.
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Xavier's Daily 

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?  

Thought of the Day 

What English word has three
 consecutive double letters? 

Answer -  Bookkeeper

Challenge yourself! 

Word of the Day 

What is the Web? Is it Google? Or, Facebook? Emails,

messenger, Yahoo? Well, these and all other forms that we

are aware of barely constitute 4% of the whole world wide

web! So, are we just looking at the tip of the iceberg. What

constitutes the remaining 96% of the web,is what is mainly

the Iceberg and it is composed of the Deep and Dark web.

• Surface Web: This is the internet we all know and love.

Some researchers call the Surface Web as the one we use

for everyday activities like social networking and reading

news on the Common Web.

• Deep Web: The Deep Web is worldwide Web content that

is not included as a part of the Surface Web. It is hidden

from the outside world, so standard search engines do not

index it. You should also note that in a sense, an

organization’s intranet is a deep web too as nobody

outside the company has access to the information in it.

• Dark Web: It's often confused with the Deep Web, but to

better understanding what is the dark web, you can

consider it as Deep Web’s evil twin and is also known as

the Hidden Internet.Dark Web is simply a place where

users can be completely anonymous, work in isolation, and

find information that is not publicly available through

normal channels.

                      And don’t think that it's all good on the dark

web, as the Dark web is also the place where criminals

exploit its anonymity environment to sell guns, drugs, and

humans.

    Normal currency can't be used on the Dark
Web. Users regularly depend on bitcoin

and other cryptocurrencies to make
market transactions. These are especially

popular because they're virtually
untraceable.

It is best to imagine the Web as an entire ocean: the

surface web is the top of the ocean which appears

to spread for miles around, and is the easiest part

of the ocean to see or "access"; the deep web is the

deeper part of the ocean beneath the surface; the

dark web is the bottom of the ocean, a place

accessible only by using special technologies.


